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SHARE SUBSCRIPTION BULLETIN 
SHARE ISSUE FASE 2  

To The board of Directors, REAL MURCIA CF S.A.D. 
Estadio Enrique Roca de Murcia,   
Av. del Estadio, s/n 30.110 CHURRA (MURCIA)  

In Murcia,…………………of  …………………………………….of  2020. 

Subscription bulletin for the Purchase of shares in Phase 2 or period of preferential subscription, as published in the 
BORME on 25th  February, 2020. 

Dear Sirs, 
Mr./Mrs.________________________________________with Passport number ______________________, contact telephone number 
____________________and email ________________________________________________,in relation to the agreement of Share 
Issue adopted by the general shareholders meeting of 16th February 2020, l confirm that: 

1. I am a shareholder legitimated to exercise the right to preferential subscription and am interested in the purchase of
shares issued in the conditions defined and published for this Share Issue.
2. That I am not involved in any prohibitions, legal or statutory limitations for the subscription of shares.
3. That the number of new shares of the F series that I am interested to subscribe and their value in Euros is:

Number of shares: _____________with a nominal value of 0,122 € each, for a total of : ___________________ € Euros.  
For this I have paid or transferred this total amount to the bank account number : 
IBAN: ES67 3005 0038 2025 8061 4226 which is open in the name of Real Murcia C.F. S.A.D.  for this “Share Issue Real Murcia CF 
S.A.D” until the end of the process. 

Given the complicated financial situation of the company, I give my express permission for the use of my participation to cover 
urgent payments to be made by Real Murcia CF SAD; this including before register of the agreement to increase capital in the 
commercial register.  
Reimbursement of the participation can be demanded  in the case that the capital increase agreement is not duly noted in the 
commercial register within 6 months from the completion of all phases. 
I attach a copy of my Passport and a copy of proof of payment made by (mark type of payment): Cash entry or Transfer (    ), 
Credit Card (    ), Paypal (    ), Other (    ).                                              .  
Signed*:  

4. #HazloSuyo
* For under age subscribers, it nis also required a copy of the Passport and the bulletin is signed by a parent or guardian.
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Important Note : 
All the shares are issued at par, and 100% of the nominal value must be paid at the time of subscription and within the time 
limit established for the phase in with it concurs. 
In order to formalize the subscription it is necessary, apart from payment of the corresponding value to the indicated bank  

Account, that the subscriber sends or delivers a copy of this fully completed subscription bulletin, and a copy of their Passport 
to the offices of Real Murcia in person or via :  

Email:                       ampliaciondecapital@realmurcia.es  
Postal address : Real Murcia Club de Futbol S.A.D. Avenida del Estadio S/N.30110 Churra (Murcia) 


